
Rubber Pads

Selection Procedure

Compute the total load in kg. to be supported by Easyflex Pads. This includes machine weight and work load 
it carries and also concrete or steel base or inertia block if used.

Determine unit loading to suit type of machine and supporting ground structure 23 kg. per square inch is 
practical and effective loading and is recommended for most type of machines and equipment for isolation 
of sustained vibration.

Divide the static weight by unit load to get total area of Easyflex Pad that is required.

Arrange the total area of into adequate number of pads that are necessary to give stable support and to 
avoid base distortion. The area of each pad should be in proportion to the load carried by it so that the unit 
loading or stress on all pads will be approximately the same.

The pads should be placed in such way that uniform deflection is obtained. Uniform load distribution 
prevents over loading and possible premature failure of some of the mountings, prevents sagging and 
enables the machine to maintain the normal horizontal position and make maximum isolation possible.

Due to policy of continual improvement, the specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Measurements are subject to 5% tolerance.

Features

Scientifically designed resilient material that isolates shock and all the six modes of Vibration and reduce 
acoustic noise.

They give more deflection than any other material i.e. cork, felt etc.

They are cheaper than metal springs and have greater sound insulation ability.

They are highly resistant to oil, cleaning compounds, dirt, water, strength, heat aging and fatigue.

These are mostly used for machine tools, production equipments, heating and ventilation equipments, 
pumps, generators, compressors, air handling units, fans, under heavy concrete bases, electronics or 
sensitive laboratory apparatus, business machines, computers and data processor etc.
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Technical Specifications

Other VI Pad sizes which are not our standard sizes (as mentioned above) would be specially manufactured as 
per client requirement. The Shore hardness ‘A’ can be altered as per customer requirement to suit duty condition. 
    
Due to policy of continual improvement, the specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Measurements are subject to 5% tolerance.
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LOAD DEFLECTION CHART LOAD DEFLECTION CHART

LOADING CHART OF EASYFLEX PADS

Part No.
/Hardness

Thickness of 
Rubber Pad

Max. unit
2       Load (kg/cm )

Size (mm)
75 X 75 100 X 100 150 X 150 225 X 225 450 X 450

EFRP101/50
EFRP102/70
EFRP103/50
EFRP104/70

of 8 mm
of 8 mm
of 12 mm
of 12 mm

3.5
7
14
21

197
394
788
1181

350
700
1400
2100

787
1575
3150
4725

1772
3544
7088

10631

7087
14175
28350
42525

0 0.02 0.04 0.06

DEFLECTION IN INCHES
EFRP-101-A
EFRP-102-B
EFRP-103-C
EFRP-104-D
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